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Chicka Chicka Boom Boom
Energize your teaching with these creative and fun curriculum-based theme units. Whether you're planning a whole theme
unit or just looking for more terrific ways to supplement an existing unit, you'll find that Themes From A to Z is a great
resource for fresh teaching ideas. We've included a wide range of developmentally appropriate ideas to help you teach
early childhood skills and concepts, such as language skills, vocabulary development, fine-motor skills, math concepts, and
critical thinking.

Red Ted Art
A collection of craft ideas for kids that create a minimum of mess.

Happy Birthday, Madame Chapeau
In this tasty tale, a baker hangs out his sign on a small street, and soon the line for his donuts stretches down the block. But
it's not long before the competition arrives and a delectable battle of the bakers ensues.

MLA Style Manual and Guide to Scholarly Publishing
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Hats are pure fun and the perfect item to cap off any costume or ensemble. The right headgear ensures complete
transformation, especially on the head of an imaginative child. The Paper Hat Book offers creative families 20 fantastic
paper hats, all of which can be created quickly and easily from readily accessible papers: shopping bags, newspapers,
comics, recycled story books, magazines, packaging scraps, and junk mail! Artist and designer Alyn Carlson creates hats
that are perfect for birthday parties, playdates, costumes, and everyday dress up. Each hat can be styled to perfectly suit
the wearer by merely selecting the right paper and colors. The hat themes range from Floral Flappers to Viking Warriors,
and from superheroes and pirates to beautiful butterfly hats.

Children's Parties
Hoping that the enemy pie which his father makes will help him get rid of his enemy Jeremy Ross, a little boy finds that
instead it helps make a new friend. By the illustrator of Odd Velvet. Jr Lib Guild.

Son of a Southern Chef
The ideal graduation gift for anyone about to enter the workforce, a witty, practical guide to 200 difficult professional
conversations—featuring all-new advice from the creator of the popular website Ask a Manager and New York’s work-advice
columnist. There’s a reason Alison Green has been called “the Dear Abby of the work world.” Ten years as a workplaceadvice columnist have taught her that people avoid awkward conversations in the office because they simply don’t know
what to say. Thankfully, Green does—and in this incredibly helpful book, she tackles the tough discussions you may need to
have during your career. You’ll learn what to say when • coworkers push their work on you—then take credit for it • you
accidentally trash-talk someone in an email then hit “reply all” • you’re being micromanaged—or not being managed at all
• you catch a colleague in a lie • your boss seems unhappy with your work • your cubemate’s loud speakerphone is making
you homicidal • you got drunk at the holiday party Advance praise for Ask a Manager “A must-read for anyone who works . .
. [Alison Green’s] advice boils down to the idea that you should be professional (even when others are not) and that
communicating in a straightforward manner with candor and kindness will get you far, no matter where you
work.”—Booklist (starred review) “I am a huge fan of Alison Green’s Ask a Manager column. This book is even better. It
teaches us how to deal with many of the most vexing big and little problems in our workplaces—and to do so with grace,
confidence, and a sense of humor.”—Robert Sutton, Stanford professor and author of The No Asshole Rule and The Asshole
Survival Guide “Clear and concise in its advice and expansive in its scope, Ask a Manager is the book I wish I’d had in my
desk drawer when I was starting out (or even, let’s be honest, fifteen years in).”—Sarah Knight, New York Times bestselling
author of The Life-Changing Magic of Not Giving a F*ck
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My Italian Kitchen
Provides information on stylistic aspects of research papers, theses, and dissertations, including sections on writing
fundamentals, MLA documentation style, and copyright law.

Sweet Paper Crafts
Groovy Joe was living the dream.He had a spoon and tub of doggy ice cream.And he started to sing: Love my doggy ice
cream! Love my doggy ice cream!Eric Litwin, author of the bestselling and beloved Pete the Cat: I Love My White Shoes,
and bestselling artist Tom Lichtenheld, illustrator of Goodnight, Goodnight Construction Site, have created a captivating
new canine character who will groove his way into readers' hearts and have them grooving and giggling all the while. In his
debut adventure, Groovy Joe faces three roaring dinosaurs hungry for his doggy ice cream! Oh no! But Joe knows just what
to do and soon enough he has them all sharing while moving and singing along. Signature rhyme, repetition, and musical
writing style, combined with wild and witty illustrations come together to create an unforgettable new character who
embodies positivity, creativity, and kindness. Groovy Joe is here, ready to get groovy!

Use-Value Assessment of Rural Land in the United States
COOKING VEGAN was designed to help vegan and non-vegans alike understand how to use plant-based foods to sustain and
maintain good health. Internationally renowned vegan dietitian Vesanto Melina and professional chef Joseph Forest combine
their expansive knowledge and experience in this tour de force of information and tempting recipes to help readers expand
their nutritional knowledge and increase their culinary repertoire. A companion book to Vesanto's best-selling Becoming
Vegan (coauthored with Brenda Davis, R.D.), COOKING VEGAN expertly demonstrates that a well-balanced vegan diet
supplies all the nutrients our bodies need. Explicit information is given on which foods provide protein to help maintain
fitness, the right combination of nutrients to build strong bones, the best sources for carbohydrates and fats, and smart
choices for obtaining vitamins D and B12. Each recipe has a complete nutritional analysis listing the number of calories and
the amount of protein, fat, carbohydrates, minerals, vitamins, and essential fatty acids per cup or serving. A Vegan Food
Guide describes the necessary food groups and provides recommended servings for optimal nutrition. Special emphasis
was placed on creating foods that appeal to the senses of sight, smell, taste, and touch. A beginner seeking simplicity and a
gourmet chef exploring the depths and nuances of flavor will both find nourishing and appetizing meals easy to assemble.
Twelve daily menus combine recipes to help people of any age, activity level, or ability in the kitchen get a sense of how to
mix and match dishes to suit their needs. A few of the delicious recipes to savor include Cashew Cheese Lasagne, Fiesta
Quinoa Salad w/ Lime Dressing, Portobello Mushroom Burgers, Tuscan Minestrone and Chocolate-Orange Cake. Cooking
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Vegan shows how to adopt a diet that is not only healthful, but inspirational to prepare, and satisfying to eat.

Farewell to Manzanar
In a three-story house with a shop down below, lived the worlds finest hat maker, Madame Chapeau. Like the Lady herself,
all her hats were refined. Brilliantly singular. One of a kind. So begins the tale of a lonely hat maker who matches customers
to the perfect hat but lacks her own perfect match in life. Once a year, on her birthday, Madame Chapeau ventures out in
her favorite bonnet to dinner. This time, a crow snatches her hat and flies away. Mon dieu! As she chases the crow through
the streets of Paris, a baker, a policeman, a cowboy, and others offer her their own hats to wear. None of them are quite
right, though, until one special little girl offers her a hat "knitted with love and [her] best birthday wish." From the
bestselling team behind Iggy Peck, Architect and Rosie Revere, Engineer comes this delightful and very stylish story about
love, community, and friendship, with some fancy hats thrown in for good measure. Praise for Happy Birthday, Madame
Chapeau "Beaty carries the bounces and lilts to the very last page. Roberts' colorful, exaggerated hats (many of which are
modeled on real designs) whimsically adorn the multicultural Parisian public." --Kirkus Reviews

The City of Ember
Sweet Paper Crafts offers 25 unique DIY paper accents that make any home or celebration a little brighter. Make tiny star
garlands to string over the mantel, delicate flower wreaths for the front door, cheerful package toppers, and much more!
Mollie Greene's distinctive layered style incorporates collage techniques and use of found scraps, book pages, magazines,
and old record jackets. With helpful templates, step-by-step photographs, beautiful shots of each whimsical piece, and
plentiful ideas for one-of-a-kind creations, this book will motivate even novice crafters to start snipping their very own paper
finery.

The Elf on the Shelf
Low-Mess Crafts for Kids
Blurring the line between everyday and special occasion cooking, Nadine Levy Redzepi elevates simple comfort food flavors
to elegant new heights in Downtime. When you’re married to Noma’s Rene Redzepi you never know who might drop by for
dinner…So Nadine Redzepi has developed a stripped-down repertoire of starters, mains, and desserts that can always
accommodate a few more at the table, presenting them in a stylish yet relaxed way that makes guests feel like family--and
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makes family feel special every single day. Gone are the days when the cook is expected to labor alone in the kitchen while
family or guests wait for their meal. In the Redzepi home everyone gravitates toward the kitchen to socialize, help, or graze
on tasty bites while dinner is prepared, and Nadine wouldn’t have it any other way. Her culinary mantra – pair the very best
ingredients with restaurant-inflected techniques that make the most of out their inherent flavors -- puts deliciousness at
home well within reach for cooks of all levels. In Nadine’s confident hands, weeknight mainstays like tomato bruschetta,
pan-seared pork chops, slow-roasted salmon, or dark, fudgy brownies feel new again. Each recipe is studded with tips to
help cooks build confidence and expertise as they cook, as well as restaurant-ready techniques that contribute precision,
flavor, and plate appeal to even down-to-earth preparations. With a newfound mastery of essential building blocks like
homemade mayonnaise and beurre blanc, a flavorful tomato sauce, or a genius do-it-all cake batter that can be reinvented
in a myriad of ways, creating showstoppers like White Asparagus with Truffle Sauce; Rotini with Spicy Chicken Liver Sauce;
or a decadent Giant Macaron Cake – just as Nadine does on a daily basis--soon becomes second nature. Downtime is a
celebration of the joys of cooking well –and making it look easy while you do it, an aspirational guide for any cook ready to
take their home cooking to the next level without sacrificing ease or enjoyment in the process.

The Everything Girls Ultimate Sleepover Party Book
A collection of authentic Italian family recipes from the Season 4 winner of MasterChef! Most of Italian chef Luca Manfe’s
early memories, especially of family holidays, revolve around food. Passed down from his nonnas, these recipes reflect the
warm, rustic flavors of Friuli, Italy: rich frico, risotto, and savory polenta. Also showcased are the lighter bites that pair
perfectly with a glass of wine: crostini with ricotta and honey, or a tramezzini, the Italian version of English high-tea
sandwiches. Standout desserts include the tiramisu he made with his mother when he was eight years old and his nowfamous basil panna cotta that helped win him the title of MasterChef. “I love to teach,” says Manfe, “I’ll show you the
fundamentals of fantastic Italian food, including homemade stock (I swear, it’s easy), pasta from scratch, and more. My
Italian Kitchen is packed with the food that I love and that you and your family will love too.”

AWS System Administration
Anyone can master the fundamentals of game design - no technological expertise is necessary. The Art of Game Design: A
Book of Lenses shows that the same basic principles of psychology that work for board games, card games and athletic
games also are the keys to making top-quality videogames. Good game design happens when you view your game from
many different perspectives, or lenses. While touring through the unusual territory that is game design, this book gives the
reader one hundred of these lenses - one hundred sets of insightful questions to ask yourself that will help make your game
better. These lenses are gathered from fields as diverse as psychology, architecture, music, visual design, film, software
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engineering, theme park design, mathematics, writing, puzzle design, and anthropology. Anyone who reads this book will
be inspired to become a better game designer - and will understand how to do it.

The National Culinary Review
How to transform photo memories into life stories.

The Nerdy Nummies Cookbook
The Elf on the Shelf: A Christmas Tradition is an activity the entire family will enjoy. Based on the tradition Carol Aebersold
began with her family in the 1970s, this cleverly rhymed children's book explains that Santa knows who is naughty and/or
nice because he sends a scout elf to every home. During the holiday season, the elf watches children by day and reports to
Santa each night. When children awake, the elf has returned from the North Pole and can be found hiding in a different
location. This activity allows The Elf on the Shelf to become a delightful hide-and-seek game.

Make Your Own Mini Top Hats
Wham-a-hammer, bam-a-slamma! The construction crew is back -- but what are they building this time? Crash-a-rumble!
Smash-a-grumble! What's at work? Here's a clue: It will clear the ground for you. Bulldozer! Coming through! Diggers, dump
trucks, rollers, and more -- it takes a lot of big, noisy machines to build a school! Every young child who has ever gawked at
a building site will gravitate to this exciting new entry in the kid-pleasing Construction Crew series.

Journey to Literacy: No Worksheets Required
Get more creative with your Cricut, Sizzix, or Silhouette die cutting machine! Here are 50 easy projects and 60 templates
for making gorgeous home accessories, fun party decor, and memorable gifts. This book includes beautiful items you can
make using just about any electronic die cutting machine, by downloading the SVG templates, running your materials
through your machine, and following the instructions to assemble your cut materials. Discover graphic Scandinavian
patterns to decorate aprons and tea towels, paper succulent centerpieces, and dozens of blooms for bouquets, garlands,
and crowns. Every project includes easy instructions and plenty of variations so you can get the most out of your machine.
With an introduction to electronic die cutting machines and options for cutting the templates out by hand, this book is full of
inspiration and expert advice. Includes instructions for downloading 60 SVG cut files compatible with most electronic cutting
machines.
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Cooking Vegan
8 fantastic paper craft creations for you to make and wear. Templates included at the back of your book. .. A classic black
top hat, a Steampunk top hat, a Burlesque number, a Circus ring master's hat, a lucky St Patrick's day hat, a Valentine's
day hat and a spooky Bug Halloween hat. . Happythought mini paper top hats - a brief history: When I first set my heart on
wearing a mini top hat I had a few hurdles to overcome! Firstly, the party was that day, secondly a quick trip to the local
shops turned up nothing satisfactory, thirdly, I'm not a big one for sewing and didn't have the know-how or supplies to
make a fabric hat. Then the idea struck to make a paper top hat. I made up a quick maquette, then got to work on the
design on my computer, finally printing out my little burlesque creation. A few snips and the wave of a glue stick and a
darling little hat was ready. I secured it safely to my head with a bobby pin and was good to go. When my fellow party goers
saw my handy work I was swiftly commissioned to make two more. And so we set off to the party feeling dandy and in high
spirits and it's safe to say the hats were a big hit at the party. . About the Author Along with her husband Harry Ellen runs
Happythought, an online store and blog full of craft ideas and fun printable paper crafts. As well as being beautifully
designed Happythought printables can be made using common-or-garden scissors and a glue stick and are fun and easy to
make.

The Creative Memories Way
A brilliant way to make your own recipe book.This blank recipe book is packed with blank recipe templates and is a great
gift for people who love cooking. This book will be perfect gift for: Mom and Dad at Christmas Birthdays Mother's Day
Father's Day Anyone who loves cooking Book Features Perfect bound High quality 130gms paper Black backed pages to
reduce bleed through paper 100 blank templates Matt wipeable cover 200gms Extra large pages ("8.5" x "11.0") perfect for
cooking Suitable for pencils, pens, felt tips pens, and acrylic pens

Dig, Dump, Roll
"Explains the origins, key features, and implementation of use-value assessment (UVA) programs in property taxation in the
United States during the last half-century. Intended audience consists of academics who study public finance, agricultural
and landeconomics, urban economics and regional planning, and environmental economics; and state tax and conservation.
Covers theory, practice, criticism, and reform recommendations"--

Cover Letter Magic
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A brave mouse, a covetous rat, a wishful serving girl, and a princess named Pea come together in Kate DiCamillo's Newbery
Medal–winning tale. Welcome to the story of Despereaux Tilling, a mouse who is in love with music, stories, and a princess
named Pea. It is also the story of a rat called Roscuro, who lives in the darkness and covets a world filled with light. And it is
the story of Miggery Sow, a slow-witted serving girl who harbors a simple, impossible wish. These three characters are
about to embark on a journey that will lead them down into a horrible dungeon, up into a glittering castle, and, ultimately,
into each other's lives. What happens then? As Kate DiCamillo would say: Reader, it is your destiny to find out. With blackand-white illustrations and a refreshed cover by Timothy Basil Ering.

Themes from A to Z
With platforms designed for rapid adaptation and failure recovery such as Amazon Web Services, cloud computing is more
like programming than traditional system administration. Tools for automatic scaling and instance replacement allow even
small DevOps teams to manage massively scalable application infrastructures—if team members drop their old views of
development and operations and start mastering automation. This comprehensive guide shows developers and system
administrators how to configure and manage AWS services including EC2, CloudFormation, Elastic Load Balancing, S3, and
Route 53. Sysadms will learn will learn to automate their favorite tools and processes; developers will pick up enough ops
knowledge to build a robust and resilient AWS application infrastructure. Launch instances with EC2 or CloudFormation
Securely deploy and manage your applications with AWS tools Learn to automate AWS configuration management with
Python and Puppet Deploy applications with Auto Scaling and Elastic Load Balancing Explore approaches for deploying
application and infrastructure updates Save time on development and operations with reusable components Learn
strategies for managing log files in AWS environments Configure a cloud-aware DNS service with Route 53 Use AWS
CloudWatch to monitor your infrastructure and applications

Official Gazette of the United States Patent and Trademark Office
273 great 19th-century woodcuts: crimes, miracles, skeletons, ads, portraits, news cuts. Table of contents includes
Calaveras; Disasters; National Events; Religion and Miracles; Don Chepito Marihuano; Chapbook Covers; Chapbook
Illustrations; and Everyday Life.

Groovy Joe: Ice Cream & Dinosaurs (Groovy Joe #1)
Featuring over 200 craft projects, Martha Stewart provides a contemporary and practical guide for 32 must-know crafts.
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Posada's Popular Mexican Prints
A wildly inventive soul food bible from a two-time Chopped winner and the host of Snapchat's first-ever cooking show.
Thousands of fans know Lazarus Lynch for his bold artistic sensibility, exciting take on soul food, and knockout fashion
sense. Laz has always had Southern and Caribbean food on his mind and running through his veins; his mother is
Guyanese, while his father was from Alabama and ran a popular soul food restaurant in Queens known for its Southern
comfort favorites. He created "Son of a Southern Chef" on Instagram as a love letter to the family recipes and love of
cooking he inherited. In his debut cookbook, Laz offers up more than 100 recipe hits with new takes on classic dishes like
Brown Butter Candy Yam Mash with Goat Cheese Brülée, Shrimp and Crazy Creamy Cheddar Grits, and Dulce de Leche
Banana Pudding. Packed with splashy color photography that pops off the page, this cookbook blends fashion, food, and
storytelling to get readers into the kitchen. It's a Southern cookbook like you've never seen before.

Ask a Manager
In a rhythmic alphabet chant, all the letters race one another up the coconut tree.

Cutting Machine Crafts with Your Cricut, Sizzix, or Silhouette
CRAFT is the first project-based magazine dedicated to the renaissance that is occurring within the world of crafts.
Celebrating the DIY spirit, CRAFT's goal is to unite, inspire, inform and entertain a growing community of highly imaginative
people who are transforming traditional art and crafts with unconventional, unexpected and even renegade techniques,
materials and tools; resourceful spirits who undertake amazing crafting projects in their homes and communities. Volume
01, the premier issue, features 23 projects with a twist! Make a programmable LED shirt, turn dud shoes into great knitted
boots, felt an iPod cocoon, embroider a skateboard, and much more.

Community Helpers
A modern-day classic. This highly acclaimed adventure series about two friends desperate to save their doomed city has
captivated kids and teachers alike for almost fifteen years and has sold over 3.5 MILLION copies! The city of Ember was
built as a last refuge for the human race. Two hundred years later, the great lamps that light the city are beginning to
flicker. When Lina finds part of an ancient message, she’s sure it holds a secret that will save the city. She and her friend
Doon must race to figure out the clues before the lights go out on Ember forever! Nominated to 28 State Award Lists! An
American Library Association Notable Children’s Book A New York Public Library 100 Titles for Reading and Sharing
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Selection A Kirkus Reviews Editors’ Choice A Child Magazine Best Children’s Book A Mark Twain Award Winner A William
Allen White Children’s Book Award Winner “A realistic post-apocalyptic world. DuPrau’s book leaves Doon and Lina on the
verge of undiscovered country and readers wanting more.” —USA Today “An electric debut.” —Publishers Weekly, Starred
“While Ember is colorless and dark, the book itself is rich with description.” —VOYA, Starred “A harrowing journey into the
unknown, and cryptic messages for readers to decipher.” —Kirkus Reviews, Starred

The Tale of Despereaux
Professional resume and cover letter writers reveal their inside secrets for creating phenomenal cover letters that get
attention and land interviews. Features more than 150 sample cover letters written for all types of job seekers, including
the Before-and-After transformations that can make boring letters fabulous.

Martha Stewart's Encyclopedia of Crafts
During World War II a community called Manzanar was hastily created in the high mountain desert country of California,
east of the Sierras. Its purpose was to house thousands of Japanese American internees. One of the first families to arrive
was the Wakatsukis, who were ordered to leave their fishing business in Long Beach and take with them only the
belongings they could carry. For Jeanne Wakatsuki, a seven-year-old child, Manzanar became a way of life in which she
struggled and adapted, observed and grew. For her father it was essentially the end of his life. At age thirty-seven, Jeanne
Wakatsuki Houston recalls life at Manzanar through the eyes of the child she was. She tells of her fear, confusion, and
bewilderment as well as the dignity and great resourcefulness of people in oppressive and demeaning circumstances.
Written with her husband, Jeanne delivers a powerful first-person account that reveals her search for the meaning of
Manzanar. Farewell to Manzanar has become a staple of curriculum in schools and on campuses across the country. Last
year the San Francisco Chronicle named it one of the twentieth century’s 100 best nonfiction books from west of the
Rockies. First published in 1973, this new edition of the classic memoir of a devastating Japanese American experience
includes an inspiring afterword by the authors.

Craft: Volume 01
It's time to party! The slumber party of your dreams is waiting for you! The Everything Girls Ultimate Sleepover Party Book
is packed with ideas for throwing the most amazing sleepover party ever! From invitations to games to goodie bags--you'll
find all you need for the ultimate slumber party. You can plan a simple pajama party or go all-out with a theme party, like:
Glow in the dark Sugar rush Spa party Rock star diva And more! Inside, you'll find tons of ideas for colorful decorations,
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yummy foods and snacks, and nonstop activities for your totally unique and show-stopping celebration. This all-in-one guide
has all you need to plan the epic party you and your friends will never forget!

Enemy Pie
"The play-based learning and individualized strategies in this practical book build on the wide range of literacy skills present
in the kindergarten classroom. This resource explores simple ways to use traditional learning centres to provide children
with real and authentic reasons to listen, speak, read, write, and view. Teachers will find a wealth of resources for creating
meaningful learning experiences, including: answers to often-asked questions; milestones to inform teaching instruction;
activities and games for both individuals and groups, and literacy extensions that involve children with quality literature,
authentic artifacts, and recordings This highly readable book will support teachers as they move beyond worksheets and
nurture students on their journey to lifelong literacy."--Publisher.

The Art of Game Design
Crafting has never been more popular and Maggy Woodley, the creative force behind Red Ted, is passionate about making
things with her children, Max, four, and Pippa, two. Using recycled materials and bits and bobs collected when out and
about, here are over 60 utterly irresistible things to make with your kids. From adorable peanut shell finger puppets to
walnut babies, loo roll marionettes and egg carton fairy lights, fabric mache bowls, stick men and shell crabs, stone people,
and many more, these are projects for all the family to have fun with. And what's more, the end results are so cute and
desirable that they look great around the home, or make wonderfully unique and personal gifts. With a funky, modern
design and vibrant full colour photography throughout, this is a must-have addition to every young family's bookshelf.

The Paper Hat Book
This book is designed to give scope to plan any style of party for children.

Downtime
The Donut Chef
*Best read on color devices of 7” or larger. The long-awaited first cookbook from the creator and host of the Internet’s most
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popular baking show, Nerdy Nummies: a collection of Rosanna Pansino’s all-time favorite geeky recipes as well as
sensational new recipes exclusive to this book. The Nerdy Nummies Cookbook is quirky, charming, and fun, featuring the
recipes behind Rosanna Pansino’s celebrated, one-of-a-kind creations, as well as beautiful, mouthwatering photographs
throughout. It is the perfect companion that you’ll turn to whenever you want to whip up a delicious treat and be
entertained all at once. And best of all, these treats are as simple as they are fun to make! No need for costly tools or
baking classes to create these marvelous delights yourself. The Nerdy Nummies Cookbook combines two things Rosanna
loves: geek culture and baking. Her fondness for video games, science fiction, math, comics, and lots of other things
considered “nerdy” have inspired every recipe in this book. You’ll find the recipes for many beloved fan favorites from the
show, such as Apple Pi Pie, the Chocolate Chip Smart Cookie, and Volcano Cake; as well as many new geeky recipes, such
as Dinosaur Fossil Cake, Moon Phase Macarons, and the Periodic Table of Cupcakes. The Nerdy Nummies Cookbook
showcases Rosanna’s most original and popular creations, and each recipe includes easy-to-follow photo instructions and a
stunning shot of the finished treat in all its geeky glory: a delicious confection sure to please the geek in all of us!

Blank Recipe Book
Community helpers are people who make communities cleaner, safer, and better. In the past, there were not as many kinds
of community helpers as there are today. Find out more in Community Helpers, a title in the Then and Now series.

Great British Bake Off: Christmas
The ultimate Bake Off Christmas collection with all of Paul Hollywood’s and Mary Berry’s Christmas masterclass recipes.
Also includes new bakes from all four winners, Edd Kimber, Jo Wheatley, John Whaite and Frances Quinn, plus other
wonderful Bake Off contestants. Whip up tempting Christmas nibbles like Potato Blinis with Smoked Salmon, or Parmesan
Palmiers, perfect for a party. Spice up your home – and get the kids involved too – with Stained Glass Tree Biscuits and a
Raspberry and Cinnamon Christmas Wreath. For the main event, there is plenty of inspiration for tempting party nibbles or
a festive feast, like Baked Christmas Ham or a Venison Pie – and ingenious ideas for how to make the most of all those
leftovers. Each chapter also includes spectacular recipes from Bake Off contestants, and Mary and Paul reveal the secrets
to those classic Christmas dishes – whether it’s Paul’s perfect mince pies or Mary’s ultimate Christmas pudding. Packed with
everything from edible decorations and delicious gifts to party dishes and showstopping centrepieces, this book is the
perfect Christmas companion.
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ROMANCE ACTION & ADVENTURE MYSTERY & THRILLER BIOGRAPHIES & HISTORY CHILDREN’S YOUNG ADULT FANTASY
HISTORICAL FICTION HORROR LITERARY FICTION NON-FICTION SCIENCE FICTION
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